Pain management in people with dementia is a critical problem. Recently, psychophysical and neuroimaging techniques have been used to extend our understanding of pain processing in the brain as well as to identify structural and functional changes in Alzheimer disease (AD). But interpreting the complex relationship between AD pathology, brain activation, and pain reports is challenging. This review proposes a conceptual framework for designing and interpreting psychophysical and neuroimaging studies of pain processing in people with AD. Previous human studies describe the lateral (sensory) and medial (affective) pain networks. Although the majority of the literature on pain supports the lateral and medial networks, some evidence supports an additional rostral pain network, which is believed to function in the production of pain behaviors. The sensory perception of pain as assessed through verbal report and behavioral display may be altered in AD. In addition, neural circuits mediating pain perception and behavioral expression may be hyperactive or underactive, depending on the brain region involved, stage of the disease, and type of pain (acute experimental stimuli or chronic medical conditions). People with worsening AD may therefore experience pain but be unable to indicate pain through verbal or behavioral reports, leaving them at great risk of experiencing untreated pain. Psychophysical (verbal or behavioral) and neurophysiological (brain activation) approaches can potentially address gaps in our knowledge of pain processing in AD by revealing the relationship between neural processes and verbal and behavioral outcomes in the presence of acute or chronic pain.
Introduction
Pain management in people with dementia is a common condition that challenges the skills of health care providers. The prevalence of Alzheimer disease (AD) 1 and pain 2 both increase with advancing age. AD is the most common cause of dementia. 3 Worldwide, 26 million people are living with AD and it is projected that 106 million people will live with AD by 2050. 4 The prevalence of chronic painful conditions increases with advancing age and negatively impacts quality of life. 5, 6 Given the high prevalence of both dementia and chronic pain, it is likely that many older adults with AD have chronic or persistent pain.
Pain in people with AD poses assessment challenges for clinicians 6 because brain changes in AD may impair the sensory and affective responses to pain. 7, 8 In mild to moderate stages of AD, people with AD may be unable to consistently report pain [9] [10] [11] ; as AD progresses to more severe stages, people lose the ability to communicate verbally. Discerning behaviors that indicate the presence of pain 12 also become increasingly difficult to observe as dementia progresses because pain behaviors diminish in people with severe dementia. 13 All these factors place individuals with AD at risk of underdetection and undertreatment of pain, 14 negatively impacting the remaining quality of life. People with AD receive fewer analgesics when compared to people without AD of similar age and with similar painful conditions. [15] [16] [17] [18] It is plausible that people with severe AD may also experience pain.
In recent years, new neuroimaging techniques have been used to extend our understanding of (1) pain processing in the brain and (2) structural and functional changes in AD. Neuroimaging research can provide unique opportunities to advance pain management practices in people with dementia. Indeed, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been shown to detect the presence of a signature activation pattern in brain regions known to be associated with pain processing in communicative people with mild to moderate AD. 19 Over the last 2 decades, neuroimaging studies have described interconnected brain regions that mediate pain processing. The majority of these studies describe brain activation in networks of structures comprising the lateral and medial pain networks. [20] [21] [22] Additionally, a rostral pain network may be important in the development of behaviors in response to pain. 23 Pain is typically described in sensory-discriminative, affectivemotivational, and cognitive-evaluative dimensions. 24 Definitive evidence is not available to determine whether the pain processing in the brains of people with AD is altered in one or more of these dimensions 19, 25 and this must be addressed to inform future research endeavors that seek to develop evidence-based pain management in AD. 26 
Aim
The aim of this article is to present a brief review of the pain network literature (Figures 1 and 2 ) and to describe a conceptual framework that can be used for designing and interpreting neuroimaging and psychophysical studies of pain processing in people with AD ( Figure 3 ). To accomplish this, we outline neuroimaging studies of pain processing in healthy people ( Table 1) followed by a review of neuroimaging, electrophysiological, and psychophysical studies of pain processing in people with AD. We conclude with recommendations for future studies.
Methods and Literature Search
An overview of the studies which describe the effects of AD pathology on brain volume, activation, and metabolism is presented followed by a discussion of pain networks in the brain. A literature search for studies reporting pain processing in people with AD was performed in PubMed, Google Scholar, and PsychINFO using the search terms ''imaging or EEG or fMRI or functional connectivity and pain and Alzheimer's disease or pain processing in Alzheimer's disease.'' Eligible studies for data extraction were any study examining the neurobiology of pain in people with AD, including electroencephalogram (EEG), fMRI, and positron emission tomography (PET). Moreover, we included seminal studies and case reports examining the sensory, affective, and/or the behavioral reporting of pain in people with AD or probable AD. Exclusion criteria were studies in a non-English language. This search methodology resulted in 78 articles. Search results were complemented by examining each abstract and reference list for mention of sensory and/or affective pain processing in people with AD. After removing citations that did not meet inclusion criteria, 28 studies remained describing sensory and/or affective pain processing in people with AD (Table 2 ). 
Brief Overview of Pain Processing in Healthy People: The Lateral and Medial Pain Networks
Both the lateral and the medial pathways begin with primary peripheral afferent neurons (nociceptors) that generally respond to unimodal or polymodal mechanical, thermal, chemical, 67, 68 or electrical 69 stimuli. Nociception can be initiated in the skin, internal organs, bone, or muscle. 67, 68 In response to painful stimuli on the skin, action potentials generated by nociceptors transmit pain information in ascending pathways through lamina I, II, and IV 70 of the anterolateral spinal cord-and then to the brain. 67, 70 Two main types of primary afferent fibers-A-fibers and C-fibers-transmit sensory pain information from the periphery to the central nervous system. 67, 68 Although all nociceptive fibers may be described as slowly conducting, because the conduction velocity of Afibers is faster than that in C-fibers, A-fibers are often described as ''fast'' and C-fibers as ''slow.'' 68, 71 Several subtypes of Afibers exist 67 ; here, we are referring to A-d fibers, which are thinly myelinated and fast (14-25 m/s) 68 conductors of pain that S1 (L) encode noxious sensations. In contrast, polymodal C-fibers are unmyelinated slow (1.2 m/s) 72 conductors of pain that encode noxious sensations, 71 while unimodal C-warm fibers encode the innocuous sensation of warmth. 73, 74 The lateral pathway mediates the sensory-discriminative components 22,33 -location, intensity, and quality-of pain, 20, 27, 29 while the medial pathway mediates the affective-motivational and cognitive-evaluative components of pain 19, 22, 27, 33, 30, 40 including the memory, 33 emotion, arousal, attention, 19 and the unpleasant aspect of pain. 75 A critical point is that, in general, healthy older adults have increased pain thresholds resulting in decreased pain sensitivity. 76 This observation likely results from an increased concentration of peripheral C-fibers and decreased concentration of A-d fibers. These age-related changes in fiber numbers are postulated to have a direct effect in pain processing in the primary somatosensory cortex. 76 The Behavioral Aspect of Pain: Evidence of a Rostral Pain Network?
Conceptual Model of Lateral, Medial, and Rostral Pain Pathways
In addition to research which supports the role of the lateral and medial pain networks in sensory, cognitive, and affective processing, some researchers suggest that an additional rostral (limbic) network may be responsible for the behavioral expression of pain. 23 The rostral pain system overlaps with several components of the medial pain network and consists of specific nuclei in the amygdala, periaqueductal gray (PAG) orbitofrontal, anterior cingulate (ACC), and anterior insular cortices 23 striatum, 23,77 thalamus, and hypothalamus. 75 The striatum is a key structure in the rostral pain network that is not generally associated with either the lateral or the medial pain network. 27, 29 Encoding pain in the rostral pathway begins when nociceptive information from the spinal cord enters the intralaminar thalamic nuclei, which projects to the ACC 75 or the central lateral nucleus (CLN) of the amygdala via the spino-parabrachioamygdaloid pathway to the cortex. 78 The ACC has been described as functioning in reward, cognition, emotion, motivation, and motor control 79 and a possible nociceptive circuit that connects the ACC with the striatum. 77 Top-down modulation or influence occurs via the midline and posterior thalamic nuclei that convey sensory information from the cortex to the lateral and basolateral (BL) amygdaloid nuclei. 78 Pain behaviors may then be modulated via the CLN and BL nuclei which project to the ventral striatum, 75, 77, 80 PAG, brainstem, 75, 77, 78 and premotor cortex. 75 Specifically, nociceptive projections from the lateral nuclei of the PAG to the basal ganglia (striatum) are associated with orientation to pain, autonomic arousal Noncancer pain (1) More cognitively intact people verbally reported noncancer pain.
(2) Of those who reported pain, moderate, and severe pain were reported equally between the cognitively intact and cognitively impaired.
Shega et al 49
Functional connectivity MMSE (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) Mechanical pressure to the thumb nail of right hand Relative to healthy controls, interregional functional connectivity during experimental pain was increased between the right-DLPFC, hypothalamus, and PAG in people with AD.
Cole et al 50
Behavioral report (case study) End stage AD (could not complete a sentence) Acute abdominal pain.
Diagnosis of perforated bowel. (1) Preserved sensory-discriminative component of pain.
Patient moaned loudly when enema given for presumed fecal impaction.
(2) Preserved cognitive-behavioral component of pain.
Patient consistently pointed to her stomach and back while moaning.
Craft 121
Behavioral report CPS score where 0 is cognitively intact and 6 is very severe cognitive impairment. CPS scores of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are associated with MMSE scores of 25, 22, 19, 15, 7, 5, and 1, respectively.
Terminal cancer
In the presence of similar cognitive impairments and opioid intake, African Americans displayed significantly more behavioral displays of pain when compared to Caucasian Americans.
Monroe and Carter 52
Verbal report; behavioral report MMSE (16.4 +
SD)
Electrical shock (1) Sensory-discriminative component preserved, yet ability to provide self-report of pain diminishes in people with dementia.
(2) Affective component altered. Facial responses to noxious stimulation were significantly increased in demented patients.
Kunz et al 53
Verbal report
MMSE (17-24)
Existing diagnosis of arthrosis or arthritis (1) Sensory-discriminative component altered. The level and pain intensity reported by patients with AD was less than controls.
(2) Affective component altered. The level and pain affect reported by patients with AD was less than controls.
Scherder et al 54 (continued) 
SD)
Mechanical pressure (1) Some people with dementia were unable to provide selfreport of pain. However, in those who could self-report, stimuli were rated as painful as controls.
(2) Affective component altered. Facial responses to noxious stimulation were significantly increased in demented patients. (2) Affective-motivational component is maintained; however, people with AD reported the pain stimulus as more unpleasant.
(3) Brain activation in both the sensory (lateral) and affective (medial) pain pathways showed increased brain activation in people with AD. Carbon dioxide laser detection and heat pain thresholds (1) EEG measures suggest that pain sensation is intact, yet a slower cortical processing of the painful stimulus occurs in people with AD.
(2) Sensory-discriminative component altered. Detection threshold (amount of stimulus to just notice pain) was higher in people with AD, yet pain threshold was similar between people with AD and controls.
(3) Affective component preserved. Electrical shock to wrist and tourniquet technique (1) More severe EEG changes noted with increasing cognitive impairment.
(2) Sensory-discriminative component was maintained; however, the more severe the cognitive impairment, the higher the pain tolerance. (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Frequency and number of painful conditions (1) People with AD report less pain intensity.
(2) People with AD report less pain affect.
Scherder et al 25
Verbal report (proxy); behavioral report (proxy) Washington University Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (0-3; 0 being no cognitive impairment and 3 being very severe cognitive impairment)
Frequency and number of painful conditions (1) People with dementia received less pain medications and this was not due to a change in the affective component of pain.
Scherder and Bouma 64 (continued) to be painful in people who are cognitively intact (1) Altered sensory-discriminative component of pain.
Communicative people with senile AD did not verbally report pain.
(2) Altered cognitive-behavioral component of pain. Communicative people with senile AD did not behaviorally report pain.
Fisher-Morris
and Gellafly 120
Verbal report; behavioral report Washington University Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (0-3; 0 being no cognitive impairment and 3 being very severe cognitive impairment)
Standard venipuncture (IV) (1) AD severity interfered with the ability to self-report pain.
(2) Facial expression of pain was increased in people with dementia.
(3) Independent of age, increased severity of dementia was associated with blunting of physiologic response to pain (decreased heart rate).
Porter et al 66
Verbal report MMSE (average 12.1 + 7.9).
Not reported
(1) 62% reported pain.
(2) 83% of cognitively impaired participants with pain could complete at least 1 pain scale. (eg, hypertension and tachycardia), escape, 77 or defensive behaviors in response to pain, 81 while nociceptive projections to the ventral striatum may be associated with the avoidance of pain. 80 Many structures that have been identified in pain processing contribute to more than 1 pathway (Figure 2) . Table 1 outlines the basic pain functions thought to be associated with specific regions in the lateral, medial, and rostral pain networks. Figure 1 shows select cortical and subcortical regions involved in pain processing (see Apkarian, 29 Borsook, 31 Chen, 20 Price, 30 and Treede 27 ) for comprehensive reviews of pain imaging studies.
The Neurobiology of Pain and AD Pain Processing in People With AD
Brain neuropathological changes that occur in AD 82-85 may impair the memory, 15 experience, 32 and the verbal 15 or behavioral 13 reporting of pain. Findings summarized in the current review of AD individuals' ability to verbally or behaviorally report pain are mixed ( Figure 3 ). People with AD reported diminished, increased, or normal sensory, affective, and behavioral responses to painful stimuli. 7, 19, [53] [54] [55] 59, 60 Factors contributing to mixed findings in psychophysical and neurophysiological studies of pain in people with dementia include: study design, cognitive ability of participants, and acute versus chronic pain conditions. Despite these mixed findings, no studies described an absence of pain report in people with AD ( Figure 3 ).
Pain Assessment in People With AD
Although the subjective self-report of pain is considered the gold standard for pain assessment in cognitively intact individuals, self-report is not possible in individuals with advanced AD who are noncommunicative. Examining brain activation in regions associated with pain processing during delivery of experimental pain stimuli in the laboratory may serve as a surrogate marker or indicator of intact pain processing in people who cannot reliably report their pain and may therefore inform or shape clinical practice and clinical assumptions about pain in AD. However, demonstrated nociceptive pathway activity does not necessarily indicate pain. Because pain is a psychological state, the perceptual experience of pain can occur in the absence of activation in the peripheral nociceptive pathways. 86 Thus, brain regions that are generally associated with pain could show activation in the absence of pain reports. Likewise, pain reports could exist without demonstrated brain activation in the regions associated with pain. Depending solely on neuroimaging to recognize pain in someone with limited ability to verbally or behaviorally report pain is not without potential limitations.
Brain Volume, Activation, and Metabolism in People With AD
Alzheimer disease and advancing age generally involve progressive loss of brain volume. The most pronounced brain volume loss with normal aging is seen in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. 76 These structures are further compromised by the volume loss occurring in AD, which begins in the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus 87, 88 progressing to the lateral temporal lobe and other neocortex. 89 The amount of volume loss in AD is associated with cognitive decline. 90 The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 91 is a commonly used tool to quantify cognitive abilities in AD that allows tracking the progression of AD and response to treatments. Ridha and colleagues found that MMSE scores in individuals with AD were strongly correlated with brain volume loss. 92 A cross-sectional study found that people with moderate AD (MMSE ¼ 13.8 + 3.0) had significantly decreased brain volume compared to those with mild AD (MMSE ¼ 24 + 1.8). 89 Notably, the neuropathological alterations 93 and volume loss 89 in AD seem to spare the primary somatosensory and motor cortex.
The apolipoprotein E4 (APOE-4) allele is a genetic marker indicating a risk for the development of AD 94 and people with the APOE-4 allele are also at risk for brain volume loss associated with AD. 95, 96 Interestingly, in the presence of decreased brain volume, people with AD or those with the APOE-4 allele may exhibit increased brain activation. One study examining cerebral atrophy relative to fMRI activation found that brain volume loss in mild AD was associated with increased brain activation. 97 Moreover, several fMRI studies demonstrated that when compared to healthy controls, people at risk for AD secondary to carrying the APOE-4 allele had a greater magnitude and extent of brain activation in multiple regions including structures that are involved in pain processing; that is hippocampus, 98-100 orbitofrontal cortex, 98, 99 and prefrontal cortex. [101] [102] [103] Consistent with studies showing increased activation, a single fMRI study of pain processing in people with mild and moderate AD found increased activation, relative to controls, in the lateral and medial pain networks. 19 In addition to decreasing brain volume and increased brain activation, people with AD tend to show decreased resting state functional connectivity (fcMRI) and metabolism. The fcMRI is a measure of brain activation patterns at rest while overall brain metabolism using PET or single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) are measures of synaptic activity. The fcMRI in people with AD shows decreased resting state connectivity between the posterior cingulate, 104 hippocampus, 104, 105 and fusiform gyri 105 while overall brain hypometabolism in AD is well established. 94, 106, 107 Similar to the volume loss and increased activation identified in APOE-4 carriers, PET studies have shown that people with the APOE-4 gene without cognitive decline show decreased brain glucose metabolism in the posterior cingulate, parietal, temporal, and prefrontal regions. 94 Using SPECT in people with mild to moderate AD revealed reduced cerebral perfusion in the parietal and posterior temporal brain regions. 108 Moreover, brain metabolism tends to decrease as both cognitive decline and AD pathology progress. 109 Although not an exhaustive list, these studies demonstrate that, in general, people with AD or APOE-4 allele have predictable brain volume loss, exhibit greater task-related increases in overall brain activation, and conversely have decreased resting state metabolism when compared to controls.
Damage to the Lateral (Sensory) and Medial (Affective) Pain Networks in AD
The time course of damage to the lateral and medial pain network in AD is well established. As discussed above, the location, intensity, and quality of pain are modulated by the lateral pain network, which mediates acute or fast pain sensations. Reviews suggest that the lateral network is less affected in the course of AD. 28, 110 Conversely, the medial pain network mediates the unpleasant, affective response to noxious stimuli and the neurodegenerative changes in AD affect the medial pain network earlier in the course of illness. 64, 111, 112 Behavioral Display of Pain in AD Because assessment of pain-related behaviors is currently recommended as part of a comprehensive pain assessment in nonverbal or cognitively impaired older adults, 12, 14 neuroimaging studies examining the function of the rostral pain structures, of which many overlap with the medial pain system, may potentially offer new insight into the area of behavioral assessment of pain in people with AD. AD pathology studies show that structures in the rostral pain network such as the amygdala, 113 the orbitofrontal cortex, 114 insula, 114 PAG, 115 and striatum, 116 each develop neurofibrillary tangles and neuritic plaques. Damage in these areas is associated with altered behavioral responses. For example, neurofibrillary tangles in the orbitofrontal cortex are associated with atypical motor behaviors and neuritic plaques in the anterior insula result in apathy. 114 Additionally, the striatum is severely affected by AD pathology, 117 so older adults with severe AD may be at increased risk for diminished behavioral response to pain. When compared to a healthy young cohort (mean age ¼ 26), a recent fMRI study found decreased activation among cognitively intact (MMSE > 25) older adults (mean age ¼ 79) in the striatum (dorsal portion) in response to experimental pain. 118 Thus, it may be possible that, relative to healthy older adults, the striatum may show increased or decreased activation in people with AD who exhibit few motor (behavioral) displays of pain. Studies examining behavioral display of pain in people with AD found that while facial responses to acute pain may be increased in people with mild to moderate AD, 53, 76, 119 behaviors associated with chronic pain may significantly diminish in people with severe cognitive impairments 13, 48 or AD. 120
Proposed Conceptual Framework of Pain in People With AD
Based upon the lateral, medial, and rostral pain networks (Figure 1 ) and current evidence regarding volume loss, brain activation, and brain metabolism, we present a framework for designing and interpreting studies in people with AD ( Figure 2) . First, the y-axis represents stages of dementia severity (no AD, mild, moderate, and very severe) that were identified in the current review. From the left, the first column indicates the predictable progressive brain volume loss. The second column lists MMSE scores identified in the review that were used as a proxy for dementia severity, no dementia ¼ MMSE of 30, 48 mild dementia ¼ MMSE 18, 48,54,57,89 moderate dementia ¼ MMSE 10, 53,55,57,89 and very severe dementia ¼ MMSE <2 48, 120, 121 (Note: Few studies included participants with MMSE scores from 3 to 10). The third column represents the predictable course of AD brain hypometabolism 93, 106, 107 and the fourth column represents an overall increased task-related brain activation that occurs in people with mild and moderate AD or in those with the APOE-4 allele. Notably, increased activation in mild and moderate AD seems to occur throughout the brain despite the presence of gray matter brain volume loss. One theory is that in people at risk of AD, or perhaps in those with AD-related brain damage, a compensatory recruitment of neurons is needed to sustain cortical function. 99 Another possible explanation is that the patients with AD have reduced basal cerebral blood flow 122 and/or different coupling of flow to neural activity and metabolism. 66 Because no studies to date have examined the brain activation in severe AD, we hypothesize that compensatory mechanisms fail in severe AD resulting in decreased activation. The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns represent the medial (affective), rostral (behavioral), and lateral (sensory) pain pathways, respectively. The AD pathological and autopsy studies have consistently demonstrated that the lateral (sensory) pathway function is spared until late in the illness, 85, 93 while the medial (affective) 85, 93 and rostral (behavioral) 114 pathways are damaged earlier in the disease process. Depending on the severity of AD, affective, behavioral, and sensory reports can be normal, increased, or decreased relative to experimental, acute, or chronic pain, respectively 7, 10, 13, 19, 25, 28, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] 66, [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] (see Figure 3 ).
Ethical Considerations in Imaging Pain Research in People With Dementia
All human research must address the ethical principles of autonomy, beneficence, and justice. In the case of vulnerable individuals, such as those with dementia, there are a number of considerations the investigator must address regarding the informed consent, decisional capacity, and surrogate decision making. The United States, 125 European, 126 and Australian 127 governments require informed consent from the participants. But the ability to understand a study's purpose, its procedures, potential risks, and benefits declines as dementia progresses. Thus, determining decisional capacity is essential. There is no universal definition of ''lacking capacity'' 128 or a standard assessment tool. One approach is to combine objective data, based on a standardized screening tool, with subjective data, based on the clinical judgment of the investigator. 129 The individual's capacity to make decisions may vary depending on the situation or task. 135 Thus, if the individual is found to lack decisional capacity for informed consent, he may still be able to have the capacity to appoint a surrogate decision maker 135 and to provide assent. The individual who is designated as the surrogate decision maker varies by state, country, or territory.
Regardless of the state regulations and any additional institutional requirements, the surrogate decision maker is ideally the one who knows the values and wishes of the individual. All studies have potential risks and benefits. Mechanistic studies of pain will not only cause pain sensations, but are also unlikely to have direct benefit on the individual with dementia. Study procedures other than the pain stimulus, such as MRIs, may be uncomfortable or frightening. Studies of pain in individuals with dementia may well require the presence of the surrogate decision maker, adding further risk of loss of work time, travel costs, and so on. Explaining the degree of pain induced by the stimulus can be accomplished by comparing the pain sensation with common life experiences. For example, a thermal pain paradigm requiring a cold sensation could be described as holding an ice cube for 15 seconds. Review of the pain stimulus procedures is required to ensure the pain is relieved upon removal of the stimulus and causes no tissue damage. Although brain processing studies of pain in people with dementia have no direct benefit to the individual, they are necessary to inform future research endeavors to guide evidence-based pain management. 19, 25 
Discussion
Pain is a common and poorly managed condition in people with dementia. Because people with advanced dementia lose the ability to verbally or behaviorally communicate pain, clinicians have difficulty judging its presence or severity. Current guidelines exist for pain assessment in people with dementia, but they rely on verbal, nonverbal, and physiologic external signs. 130 These assessment guidelines are excellent for people who can verbally and behaviorally report pain, but may provide limited data on people with very severe dementia. For this group of people, alternative pain assessment strategies are urgently needed to help clinicians provide better care. 8 Noninvasive neuroimaging approaches have the potential to provide critical information about the neurobiology of pain processing in people with AD-or similar medical conditions-who may eventually lose the ability to verbally or behaviorally report pain.
The persistent vegetative state (PVS) is one medical condition with severe brain damage that has been described as preserved wakefulness with absent voluntary movement. 131, 132 Although pathologically different from AD, the PVS is mentioned here because of its conceptual similarities to severe AD. Namely, people with PVS are unable to verbally or behaviorally report pain. In a PET study of brain metabolism in response to noxious stimuli, 131 people with PVS had 40% of the brain metabolism of healthy volunteers. Yet, in every person with PVS, the midbrain, contralateral thalamus, and primary somatosensory cortex were metabolically activated. 131 However, there was no metabolic activation in the secondary somatosensory cortex or higher order associative cortices. 131 The authors concluded that the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices were disconnected from the thalamus. These findings in the PVS lead to the question of consciousness and awareness. A central question emerges for conceptualizing pain in the individual with very severe cognitive impairments and the concept of ''awareness.'' Preliminary studies of pain in people with mild and moderate AD have shown that many higher order associative areas required for conscious pain processing are activated in response to experimental pain. 19, 63 Although, using imaging methods supports the role of the lateral and medial pain networks in sensory and affective pain processing, few imaging studies have examined the neurobiology of pain in people with AD. Notably, the physiology of AD seems to alter pain processing in the lateral and medial pain network. 28 More research is needed targeting both the neurobiology and assessment of pain in people with AD. Because the behavioral assessment of pain is currently the accepted standard in people in AD, we present a conceptual framework of the pain networks in the brain. This framework can potentially be used for designing and interpreting neuroimaging and psychophysical studies of pain in people with AD.
The current evidence regarding pain in people with dementia is mixed. Reasons for these mixed findings include small sample sizes, 19, 76, 48, 120, 121 requiring people with dementia to report pain based heavily on the memory of painful experiences, 25,61 nonhomogenous samples, 53, 55 and examining the response to acute experimental pain, 53, 55 while others examined chronic nonmalignant 13, 52 and malignant 48, 120, 52 pain. Moreover, stimuli used in acute pain studies included electrical shock, 63, 53, 55 mechanical pressure, 19, 118 venipuncture or intravenous stick, 58 and CO 2 laser. 7
Recommendations for Future Research 1. Continued study of pain networks in people with all forms of dementia while enrolling homogenous cohorts. Since the MMSE is a simple and fast tool that is widely used as a proxy for severity of cognitive impairment, we recommend that all investigators report MMSE scores so that findings between studies can be more easily interpreted and compared. 2. Use imaging methods to study the rostral pain network, which may help to validate acute versus chronic pain behaviors in people with AD. 8 Considering the magnitude of literature supporting the development of behavioral indicators to assess for pain, future studies should be aimed at exploring the association between signal intensity in brain regions comprising the rostral pain system and behavioral display of pain. An important step is to specifically examine the role of the striatum in the behavioral response to pain in people with all forms of dementia. 3. Determine how to interpret increased or decreased brain activation in response to experimental pain in AD and other imaging studies of people with dementia. Considering the relationship between AD pathology and its predicable contributions to increasing signal intensity on brain activation patterns, determining methods to account for this increase in future studies is warranted.
4. Examine the association of verbal reports, behavioral reports, AD pathology, and pain networks-given the range of mixed findings to date. For example, one method may be to use Pittsburg compound B 133 to image the amount and dispersion of amyloid plaque deposition in the pain network system-relative to an individual's verbal and behavioral pain reports. 5. Pain receptor numbers and function are infrequently examined in people with AD. Using PET to study specific pain receptor ligands may provide important information about the endogenous and exogenous pain systems in people with AD. These findings could be used to design and implement drug intervention studies targeted at the lateral, medial, and rostral pain networks in people with AD.
In summary, older adults with severe AD are likely at risk for undertreatment of pain because many have lost the ability to verbally or behaviorally report their pain. Despite mixed behavioral findings, neuroimaging methods-such as PET, EEG, and fMRI-may provide researchers the ability to assess experimental pain in people who are unable to speak or unable to display recognized pain behaviors. Using imaging methods to learn more about the pain networks in people with all forms of dementia may provide critical knowledge to improve pain treatment. Few imaging studies have examined pain in people with dementia and more research is urgently needed in this area. Ultimately, psychophysical and neuroimaging research findings may one day translate into improved clinical practice providing a better quality of life for people with dementia and pain.
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